Transportation and Parking Advisory Committee Minutes
Meeting of February 21st, 2012
12:00 pm to 1:00 pm
J.R. Howard Hall, Rm 302
Attending:

Absent:

Marilyn Sbardellati, Ian Gadberry, Johnny Weigel, Michel George, Tyler Janzen,
Seneca Gray, Sherron Stonecypher, David Kelley, Tim O’Dwyer, Michael Ford,
David Kelly, Jason Feiner, Stephanie Mastic, Julio Iniguez, Amy Dovorak, Juleen
Norling, Robin Aubrey, Jennifer Holley
Freddy Vilches, Lisa Pouge

1. Minutes of Meeting for January, 24th, 2011
No objections made or additions needed.
2. Forecasted Parking Spaces
Johnny Weigel reviewed the ‘Potential Parking Spaces’ & ‘Parking Pavement Costs’ excel
documents with the committee. In summary, campus parking space availability was very
limited beginning fall 2011. In response, 102 parking spaces were activated in various
locations across campus. Additionally, another parking lot on south campus has been
designed and is currently pending approval. Michel George and Johnny explained the goal to
have more parking spaces available beginning fall 2012 semester. However, at this time, the
parking figures for next school year are only projected and not actual.
David Kelly asked how the new potential lot on south campus would be funded. Michel
George informed the committee it will be a capital project for Transportation & Parking.

3. Upcoming Trimet Changes
Johnny discussed upcoming changes in fare price and routes for Trimet starting September
2012. Fares will increase slightly, and Trimet plans to cut routes on the #39 line serving
Lewis & Clark. Tyler Janzen asked about the plan to let students know about the upcoming
changes. Michel George stated that if we have concerns over the changes, now is the time to
make our voices heard. Suggestions included attending neighborhood association meetings
which Trimet will also be present.

4. Evening Passes
As the Law School expressed interest in evening parking permits, Marilyn Sbardellati
presented the number of evening permits sold from Ventek pay stations for a typical one week
period during the Fall 2012 school semesters. By comparing the last 4 digits of credit card
numbers, Marilyn was able to deduce that 13 people who bought evening permits may benefit
from a semester pass, as they purchase 3 or more times per week. For a more accurate picture,
David Kelley will provide a list of all evening law students to Marilyn in order to determine
how many evening students currently purchase semester/annual passes and may instead
purchase an evening pass.

5. Discussion
Julio Iniguez asked about the current policy regarding carpool permits and bus passes.
Currently, students and staff are not allowed to purchase both in the same semester. Marilyn
explained that it is policy due to the fact the College subsidizes these passes to encourage
alternative transportation. Michel George commented that we should look into this policy
further.
Seneca Gray requested the March and April TPAC meetings be moved to 12:15pm, as
opposed to 12pm, as he has class. The Committee agreed.
Johnny Weigel concluded the meeting at 12:41pm.
Next TPAC Meeting:
March, 20th 2012
12:15pm – 1:00pm
JR Howard Rm. 302

